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Abstract: Due to advances in mission complexity and increased requirements for autonomous control of small satellites, high-level computing performance of on-board computers, as well as the necessary software implementation to maintain essential functionality, is more frequently required for small satellites. To satisfy these requirements, we developed a high-performance and compact on-board computer for micro and nano-satellites using commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components including a structure to increase the reliability by sharing software to enhance reusability. The capability of small satellites can be dramatically improved by having common standards for high computing performance and a low-cost platform for the on-board computers. Additionally, the mission potential of small satellites can then be expanded. When the same platform is utilized recursively, the reliability of the platform will increase through repeated verification. In this paper, we describe the concept of a high-performance, low-cost on-board computer system using COTS devices, the sharing of software resources, and a practical on-orbit evaluation of the system.
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1. Introduction

Small satellites are widely used for various applications due to their lower development costs and shorter assembly periods than large satellites. Orbital rendezvous missions [1],[2] or Earth observation missions using satellite constellations consisting of small satellites have been already proposed [3],[4]. Additionally, rapid advancement of technical missions that employ small satellites is expected, such as autonomous analysis of observation data and recovery of a malfunctioning satellite by image navigation in orbit to reduce space debris in near future. With the sophistication and miniaturization of small satellite equipment, the complexity of a mission using small satellites can also be enhanced by conducting intricate technical experiments. Thus, it is necessary to perform advanced computational processing on small satellites, for instance, the in-situ image processing or autonomous rendezvous by a small satellite [5]. Due to the advances in the complexity of missions and requirements for autonomous control of small satellites, a high level of computing performance as well as the necessary software implementation is required of the computers to ensure functionalities such as image processing and autonomous rendezvous control capabilities.

In general, the resources of small satellites, such as the computing budget and power, are strictly limited. Additionally, the resources are mostly used for processing critical calculations to check the satellite health or provide fundamental control of the satellite for its survival. On the other hand, on-board equipment including a computer, must be sustainable in a high-radiation space environment [6]–[8]. Therefore, low-performance, one-chip microcomputers, such as the PIC and H8, tend to be adopted as the on-board computers for small satellites. For instance, the ultra-small satellite XI, which was developed by the University of Tokyo, includes the essential technology for a small satellite system [9] using a PIC microcontroller as its on-board computer (OBC). The nano satellite CUTE-I developed by Tokyo Institute of Technology verifies communication, sensing, and demonstration of the deployment mechanism [10] using an H8 OBC. However, the calculation capabilities of these 8-bit one-chip microcomputers are quite limited for complicated missions.

Moreover, the on-board computers for the small satellites tend to be developed only for the individual missions of each organization. In addition to the above-mentioned XI series and CUTE-I, the RISING-2 was developed by Tohoku University and Hokkaido University and has been loaded with an anti-fused field programmable gate array (FPGA) [11]. The CubeSat RAIKO, which was developed by Tohoku University and Wakayama University, adapted the Virtex-4 as its OBC [12].

Such individualized computer development can be a harmful barrier towards improving reliability. The capability of small satellites is able to be dramatically improved and their mission potential expanded if we can develop a platform consisting of a high-performance, on-board computer that is low-cost, and compact with a software framework that improves reusability. If the same platform is used recursively, the reliability of the platform is expected to increase through repeated verification. Additionally, by sharing community software resources, satellite development will become more efficient as constructive technology and software resource exchange is carried out between developers using the on-board computer.

To meet these goals, the on-board computer for micro and nano-satellites using commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components [13] including a satellite software framework that improves reusability [14] was developed. Additionally, the com-
puter also has a structure for increasing the reliability by sharing software. In this paper, overview of the platform consisting of this on-board computer and satellite software framework then describe the attempts towards sharing software resources and the on-board computer circuit board are provided. Finally, an on-orbit evaluation of the system is shown.

2. Concept

We focused on the Renesas Electronics SH-4 processor as the central processing unit (CPU) for this on-board computer. The SH-4 processor has high level of calculation capabilities. The SH-4 also includes sufficient memory capacity to support image processing applications. It became possible to reduce the development time and cost by adopting the SH-4 as the main processor since it is a widely used COTS device. Moreover, by using COTS software and hardware resources, improvements in productivity and reliability were expected. In addition, Linux operating system is installed on the board taking advantage of the 32-bit CPU. This approach lets us reduce the development burden as well as allows us to utilize the multitasking capabilities and software resources for the Linux environment (e.g. GNU scientific library, OpenCV). Using SH-4 and Linux technologies combined, the low-cost OBC circuit board with a high level of calculation performance was developed, which was named the “BoCCHAN-1 OBC”. Developers will then be able to feed the results from use in various environments back into the system architecture, thereby increasing the reliability of the onboard computer. Furthermore, the cost, size, and power consumption is sufficiently low. That is, general 1 kg to 50 kg satellites have 2 W to 50 W electrogenic capability, and their sizes are 10 cm to 50 cm. In order to install the OBC to all small satellites, even to educational demonstration satellite, the power consumption and the size had to be suppressed to satisfied performance.

In order to improve the reusability of satellite software, it is necessary to divide the functions of the satellite into modular partitions within the software. “HODOYOSHI SDK” software framework that can be combined to select modularized satellite functions as “plug-in software” [15],[16] was developed. “HODOYOSHI” means “Reasonably Reliable Systems”, which aims to accelerate the technology development and practical utilization of low-cost micro/nano-satellites and new on-orbit devices thereof. Recently RT middleware (e.g. TOPPERS) or ROS (Robot Operating System) are widely used as software platform in robotics field, however, it is not easy to operate ROS on micro-computer which requires comparatively high-performance processor although that has various packages. To the contrary, RT middleware do not have sufficient packages, hence individual coding is necessary. HODOYOSHI SDK has satellite-dedicated functions which are optimized and covered necessary library, therefore it is sufficiently run on micro-computer and facilitates development of software. BoCCHAN-1 OBC has been developed for loading this software framework. The HODOYOSHI SDK can be constructed in combination with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) on the control software modules such as to provide telemetry commands, sensors, and actuators that are necessary for small/educational satellites. Developers may use the control software modules to achieve operation results that are then shared by the community. Thus, satellite software with a high reliability can be developed. Additionally, it is possible to improve the reliability of the software module itself by using it in various environments.

This approach will then allow satellite software developers to concentrate on developing control software for the satellite itself by adopting this software framework. This system has the potential to be a powerful piece of educational equipment, because perfect software compatibility is achieved using the HODOYOSHI SDK software framework that is compatible with the SOI-SoC (Silicon-On-Insulator, System-on-a-Chip) OBC as utilized by the HODOYOSHI satellites (Japan-oriented micro satellite series for demonstrating “Reasonable Reliable Systems Engineering”). A high level of technology is necessary for the development of small satellites for educational purposes today. However, the difficulty is reduced by using the proposed on-board computer system, and allow more people to participate in satellite project.

3. OBC Architecture

Figure 1 shows the picture of the on-board computer while Fig. 2 illustrates the block diagram of the computer. In this section, the computer board and the main devices are described. Satellite developers can easily obtain this device at low cost since it is based on widely used COTS components. The CPU component of the device is built using the Renesas 32-bit SH-4 core architecture. The SH-4 core is a superscalar architecture and has a five-stage pipeline. Concerning required performance for nano/micro satellites, it is sufficient if attitude determination and control which comparatively need a large amount of calculation, such as inverse kinematics of space robotics or Kalman filtering of attitude determination, can be computed at 100 Hz.
frequency with housekeeping and uplink/downlink. This device performs 360 MIPS and 1.4 GFLOPS at 200 MHz, and satisfies the above requirement whereas conventional H8 or PIC are roughly 10 MIPS. In addition, this device has a memory management unit. It is possible to use the external memory space of 448 MB. The internal modules of the device consist of three-port serial communication interfaces with FIFO, two-port I2C bus, one-port control area network bus, and a 10-bit analog-to-digital converter with four channels. The two synchronous DRAM devices on the board are the Micron MT48LC series. These devices are each connected to the CPU by a 16-bit parallel data bus.

The memory devices and the CPU on the board are connected by a 32-bit parallel bus. The one set of programmable memory on the board is the NOR Flash Memory, Spansion S29GL-P series. The chip is connected to the CPU by a 16-bit parallel data bus. Linux and a boot loader have been written into the flash memory. The CPU loads these programs from the programmable memory and executes the startup routine when power is turned on. Programmable memory can be written by using dedicated software and a driver while running Linux, which eliminates the need to prepare a special debugger or a programmer unit. Developers only need to prepare a host computer, a development environment on the virtual OS (Ubuntu 11.01), a USB UART interface cable, powered by a 3.3 V direct current circuit to program this on-board computer.

Satellites are equipped with various sensors to determine the status of the satellite by monitoring operational parameters such as temperature, voltage, current, and satellite position/attitude. As previously mentioned, the CPU device has many external interfaces. A small satellite requires more interfaces to connect these sensors, such as 10-port, RS422 serial interfaces, SpaceWire, and other interfaces that are not supported by the CPU. In order to solve this problem, this board is equipped with the Microsemi ProASIC3 nano to extend these interfaces. The ProASIC3 nano is a Flash ROM FPGA that supports 250,000 gates. The 8-bit parallel data bus connects the FPGA to the CPU. 12-port serial communication interface and 8-port digital I/O interface with a pulse-width modulation circuit within the device are implemented. In addition, the board can be connected to an extension board with connectors for a base board as shown in Fig. 3. It is known that general high-performance micro-computer or FPGA tolerate radiation less well due to their small manufacturing process, whereas SH-4 and ProASIC3 have radiation resistances despite their performances by experiments. That is one of the most important reason why we adopt the devices.

Through this extension board, various data can be transferred using the processor bus that is faster than the serial interface. Attaching an expansion board extends the capacity of the SDRAM or Flash memory of the on-board computer. Several interfaces and the external storage area using NAND Flash memory with an additional FPGA can be expanded. Micro SD card driver on the board for developers that was formatted for a FAT32 file system are provided, which is useful for programming this OBC. In addition, it is necessary to qualify performance in radiation conditions, hence the radiation tolerance performances were qualified using a proton beam generated by a cyclotron. In the qualification test, we successfully qualified the main processing unit and found an unexpected phenomenon on the memory device. In spite of these high-level capabilities, power consumption of the OBC board was approximately 1.5 W. Additionally, the dimensions of the board are 60 mm × 60 mm.

It is possible to use this on-board computer not only for small satellites but also for CANSAT that is educational satellite. Developers can then feed the usage results back into various environments to improve the reliability of the on-board computer. When considering satellite development for educational purposes, students can follow the steps to develop a miniaturized demonstration CANSAT satellite such as a 10 kg class Cubesat or a 50 kg class small satellite. They can use this computer board for CANSAT and Cubesat and mount the SOI-SoC OBC on the small satellite. The architecture of this board is the same as the SOI-SoC OBC that was loaded the HODOYOSHI satellite. As a result, the technical barrier decreases when moving to the development of a higher level satellite making it is possible to easily advance to developing a sophisticated satellite. The specifications for this on-board computer are listed in Table 1. On-orbit utilization proof experiments for this computer board in HODOYOSHI-3 were provided in 2014. Detailed experimental results are shown in chapter 6.

### 4. Software Framework

In this chapter, the software used for the system is described. Figure 4 shows the macroscopic software structure of the on-board computer. Linux with a memory management unit as the operating system are installed. Developers can easily imple-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>Renesas Electronics SH7760 Processor: 200 MHz 360 MIPS / 1.4 GFLOPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>Micron MT48LC Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDRAM</td>
<td>Micron MT48LC Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROM</td>
<td>NOR Flash memory: 64 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UART</td>
<td>15 ports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2C</td>
<td>2 ports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPI</td>
<td>1 port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/D Converter</td>
<td>4 channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Counter</td>
<td>3 channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital I/O port</td>
<td>8 ports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM</td>
<td>Max 4 ports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR Flash</td>
<td>Spansion S29GL Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply</td>
<td>Input power: 3.3 V DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>60 mm × 60 mm × 5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>1.5 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ment the Linux multitasking features as well as use legacy applications. Constraints from using Linux for the CPUs without memory management unit is not a consideration.

Interface software with an external interface for the processor and FPGA is implemented at the driver/middleware level. This board has several drivers for the external interfaces that is developed for Linux. These drivers can be easily installed and uninstalled in this system because they were developed as removable kernel modules within Linux.

At the application level, developers implement the on-board software using the interface provided by the driver or operating system call. For example, sending and receiving data from sensors and actuators, processing data, telemetry and command processing, and satellite control calculation are possible by using the on-board software. The application level software is a very important part of the system that is directly related to the operation and mission of the satellite. Therefore, high reliability of the software is required to ensure the function of the satellite. Attempting to repeatedly operate software in various environments is a robust method to improve the software reliability. However, developers had to customize the software at the application level for each satellite since operational systems and missions are different for each satellite. Accordingly, it was difficult to reuse the satellite software so far. On the other hand, elements of the satellite software could be commonly used in different satellites.

Therefore, the software framework HODOYOSHI SDK for on-board computers to be used in small satellites were developed. These common elements of the on-board software were modularized for each function within this software framework. Developers only combine these modules necessary to implement the satellite software on the HODOYOSHI SDK. Developers can customize the on-board software to suit specific satellite requirements and for reuse with some of the modules that have been successful by employing the software framework. Thus, developers can develop the on-board software that balances high reliability and productivity. In addition, there was a barrier to reusing satellite software because many on-board computers in small satellites have different CPUs, interfaces, and development environments. The HODOYOSHI SDK enveloped operating system (OS) and middleware are different for each satellite. A standard interface structure to handle the interface section of the HODOYOSHI SDK and drivers for different operating systems are supplied. As a result, complete software compatible with the SOI-SoC OBC that utilized a HODOYOSHI satellite and this on-board computer board were achieved. This means that it is possible to reuse sharing software assets on CANSAT, CubeSat, and 50 kg class small satellites.

5. Sharing Software Resources

Figure 5 shows the basic structure of the software framework. The main software is divided into the interface software module, the AOCS (Attitude and Orbit Control System) software module and the telemetry command processing software module. Developers are able to construct interface software between the on-board equipment and the on-board computer using an interface software module and then exchange sensor and actuator data with the AOCS software modules. The AOCS software module processes the data received from the interface software module from the sensors on satellites. This module then transmits commands to the interface software module for the actuators. Telemetry and command processing software module parses the command frame, performs error checking, and generation of the telemetry frame. Developers can automatically generate source code and telemetry documentation through the development environment (Fig. 6).

These software modules can be shared by users allowing developers to employ software modules to match the features of the satellite. The development environment generates source code that is required to implement these software modules automatically. Therefore, satellite developers can concentrate on developing satellite control software such as attitude and orbit control system modules. Specifically, the tools that are Eclipse-based integrated development environment were developed as shown in Fig. 7.

The Eclipse environment makes it possible to add and remove interface modules on the GUI. Furthermore, it can automatically generate source code related to the interface module. The amount of source code that developers must write is then reduced, thus saving labor and time necessary to implement the
software. In addition, the incidence of human error is decreased permitting smooth software development. Moreover, the integrated development environment tools that support developing software were developed. Figure 8 shows an automatic source code generating system [17] using a common system definition document for installing telemetry and command to satellite operating system, and analyzing system in receiving telemetry from the satellite. Figure 9 shows a software to operate values in terms of each interface directly for debugging, and Fig. 10 shows a software for real-time monitoring status of the satellite.

**HOODOYOSHI SDK for satellite developers is publicly available on a website, and users always can download softwares and development environment from the website. Users can also provide own modules, requirements or troubles to the administrator of the software framework, and the reports are immediately reflected. Source code generation is just one of the functions of sharing resources.**

### 6. On-Orbit Evaluation

BoCCHAN-1 OBC module (DEMO) was installed for on-orbit experiments on HODOYOSHI-3 satellite, which was launched in June 2014. Before the assembly, environmental tests on the OBC circuit board module (Fig. 11) were conducted for enduring thermal, vacuum, radiation, vibration that would be experienced during actual operation. Although the tests were done under harder environment than anticipated, it was proved that it had enough performance to meet the demand.

**Fig. 11 DEMO experimental module.**

The purposes of the on-orbit experiments were: 1) demonstration and evaluation of the on-board computer; 2) demonstration and evaluation of characteristics of the novel ionic liquid-based lithium-ion battery (IL-LIB) cell [18]; 3) evaluation of the power line communication experiment; and 4) evaluation of a small camera system. These experimental units were able to be independently developed since each unit was connected to the BoCCHAN-1 OBC by the standard bus. After the launch, initial checkouts were conducted where it was determined that all of the units performed normal operations satisfactorily. In terms of memory scanning of OBC, no single event upset was found in 100 KByte × 34 sessions when scanning for approximately 36 seconds. DEMO keeps functioning normally for over 1 year from the launch.

In terms of development period of demonstration instruments installed in HODOYOSHI-3, it was achieved to reduce the development period to half a year utilizing the shared resources. It is dramatic short-term compared to conventional satellite module development which needs several years or dozen years.

### 7. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the platform consisting of a high-performance, compact, and low-cost on-board computer for small satellites using COTS devices and a satellite software framework with high reliability. In addition, we realized the attempts of sharing software resources in the community by using this platform. Developers can now implement satellite software easily by adopting this platform. Also, it is possible that
more people can participate in satellite development. For future work, increasing of the distribution of the on-board computer board and software framework and proceed with functional improvements for this platform are intended. The OBC is slated to be installed as main OBC and attitude OBC to a satellite that will be launched in near future.
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